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1. Introduction
Humans are the only animal species known to communicate with the use of language, a highlystructured system which allows us to communicate limitless about intentions, experiences,
thoughts and emotions. Although there are many non-human animals with elaborate
communication systems, none of these systems have the complexity in rules and structure of
human language. This does not mean, however, that non-human animals cannot learn different
aspects of human language. Some of the cognitive requirements that enable language might
actually be shared between species. These shared abilities did not evolve specifically for human
language and might have been present in a common ancestor, preceding or enabling language
evolution. Shared cognitive abilities can therefore inform us about the origin and evolutionary
trajectory of language.

The faculty of language
The ability to perceive and produce language is not based one single cognitive trait. In fact, the
faculty of language consists of a set of different cognitive mechanisms that work together1-3.
Producing a variety of meaningful vocalizations, requires the cognitive ability to match the
vocalizations produced by others. This vocal learning ability has so far only been found in
humans and a few animal classes (cetaceans4, pinnipeds5-7, bats8, elephants9, hummingbirds10,
parrots11 and songbirds12). Producing and perceiving these vocalizations in the correct way
requires speech sound categorization and rule generalization. The first ability is essential to
understand which sounds belong together to form a word and to know how different prosodic
patterns change the meaning or intention of a word. The latter is required to abstract the
structure by which sounds are combined into words and words are put together to form
sentences. This includes the perception of grammatical rules.
The separation of the mechanisms underlying language in clear cognitive abilities allows us to
study which abilities are uniquely human and which are shared with other species.

Comparative studies
When studying the evolutionary underpinnings of a human trait, it might seem most logical to
study our closest relatives, the great apes. However, as mentioned earlier, one of the key
components of language learning is vocal learning, an ability that has not been found in any
non-human primate. The vocal learning ability also implies a strong focus from the learners on
the vocal production of the teachers. This means that the auditory perception of vocal learners
is well-developed and they are well equipped to perceive complex sounds and structures.
Of the vocal learning species, songbirds and parrots are two clades with the most complex
vocal patterns. These vocalizations are learned from generation to generation and are used to
recognize conspecifics and distinguish individuals13. Some songbirds have dialects depending
on geographical location, which they can discriminate easily14. Moreover, the complex
vocalizations are used in mate choice as they can reveal the quality of different individuals15.
This shows that vocal learning birds can perceive and use variable, complex sounds, a useful
starting point to study the cognitive underpinnings of language.
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The most studied songbird species is the zebra finch. Both males and females produce social
calls and the males sing one stereotyped song throughout their lives16,17. This song is a
composition of elements from his fathers’ song, combined with parts of songs from other
males18. Zebra finches are closed ended learners, meaning that they learn their vocalizations
when they are young, and are unable to learn new vocalizations later in life. Parrots, on the
other hand, are open ended vocal learners, which means that they learn new vocalizations
throughout their lives19. In budgerigars, one of the smaller parrot species, both males and
females produce complex warble songs20. Budgerigars have been studied for their perception
of human speech sounds and have similar sensitivities to phoneme boundaries as humans21,22.
These two species, zebra finches and budgerigars, are the subjects of the experiments presented
in this thesis.

This dissertation
This dissertation focusses on the question which cognitive abilities underlying language are
shared between humans and non-human animals. The work is part of a collaborative project
between developmental linguists, computational linguists and behavioural biologists. Together
we compare the cognitive mechanisms related to language in human infants, adults and two
bird species. Below, I will describe my part of this project, the study of the cognitive abilities
in zebra finches and budgerigars, related to language perception. The work of this thesis will
be described in the two general themes: speech sound perception and abstract structure
generalization.

2. Speech sound perception in zebra finches
The most basic units of any language are the speech sounds. These speech sounds are stringed
together to form words and sentences. Listeners need to be able to discriminate different speech
sounds and to determine which sounds belong together as a word. Furthermore, the same
speech sound can be produced with an increased pitch, duration or amplitude. This can be an
indication of the in the structure of a word (in English, for example, words often start with a
higher pitch syllable23), and hence enable the detection of word boundaries, or it can change
the emotional content of a word or sentence. The following three experiments explored whether
zebra finches have the abilities to perceive these aspects of lexical speech.
2.1

String segmentation
(Spierings, de Weger & ten Cate, Animal Cognition, 2015)

In natural language production, pauses between words are not as systematic as in written
language. This makes it a complex task to determine where one word ends and the next one
begins. In order to do this, infants use both prosodic features (pauses and word stress) as well
as the co-occurrence of the syllables in a string24-26.
In this experiment, we tested how zebra finches segment strings of zebra finch song elements.
Just like infants, the birds could make use of the co-occurrence of the elements or (in a second
group) also of the pauses between sets of elements (figure 1). They were trained to discriminate
between two strings in a go/no-go task. These strings consisted of the same elements, but the
way these elements co-occurred created different words in both strings. Next, they were asked
to categorize words and mixtures of words from these training strings.
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Fig. 1 Example of a string with and a string without pauses. Adjacent elements were separated by a 20 ms
pause. In the Pause-condition a 80 ms pause separated the triplets.

The zebra finches that were trained with pauses between words were able to recognize the
separate words of the training strings. The birds that could use co-occurrence, but not pauses,
were unable to do so.
This shows that, unlike infants, zebra finches do not seem to make use of element cooccurrence to determine word boundaries. However, they do make use of the prosodic
information (pauses), which is also a strategy used by humans. The next step is to determine if
zebra finches are also sensitive to prosody in other language-related tasks. In the next two
experiments, we study how zebra finches are perceiving and using prosodic information.

2.2

Perceptual grouping
(Spierings, Hubert & ten Cate, Animal Cognition, 2017)

Humans have a universal tendency to group strings of alternating tones in duplets with either
initial (trochaic) or final (iambic) stress. For example, when hearing a string of tones alternating
in pitch (high and low tones), humans perceive this as a concatenation of trochaic duplets27.
When the tones are alternating in duration (long and short tones), humans group the tones as
iambs or trochees, depending on their native language27.
The only animal species thus far tested for perceptual grouping is the rat. These animals group
strings alternating in pitch similar to humans, but do not show any perceptual grouping for
duration alternations28,29. In our experiment, we studied whether zebra finches also have the
tendency to perceive separate sounds as concatenated units. This sheds light on the question
whether this is a mostly human ability, and the rats are a unique exception, or whether it is a
more generally shared cognitive concept.
The zebra finches were trained to give a different behavioural response to quadruplets with a
high-low or low-high pattern (group 1) or a long-short or short-long pattern (group 2). When
they successfully made this discrimination, they were presented with long, ambiguous strings
of alternating tones. Their responses to these long strings show whether they grouped them as
concatenations of iambs or trochees.
Only the zebra finches that were trained on pitch alternations discriminated between the iambic
and trochaic structures of the training. Interestingly, these individuals grouped the ambiguous
strings as trochees, like humans. The birds that received the duration alternations did not
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manage to discriminate between iambs and trochees. This shows that not all sound
modifications might result in perceptual grouping. Although songbirds are known to be
sensitive to the general prosody of human speech30, it remains a question to which features they
are paying attention.
2.3

Prosody perception
(Spierings & ten Cate, Proc. R. Soc. B., 2014)

Prosody in human speech is paralinguistic information by which speakers can convey their
emotions or alter the meaning of words and sentences. Prosody is created by an adjustment of
the frequency, duration or amplitude of syllables. For example, the last word of a question
usually has a higher frequency and a longer duration than the last word of an exclamation. This
information is already used by infants to recognize their mother tongue31 and to determine word
boundaries25. All throughout our lives, prosody conveys important linguistic information.
Studies on the perception of human prosody by non-human animals show that they can
discriminate language based on the prosodic patterns (rats32, tamarins33). Java sparrows can
even discriminate between the stress patterns of the same Japanese sentence spoken with
admiration or suspicion34. This shows that there is certainly reason to assume that a sensitivity
for prosodic changes might be shared more broadly in the animal kingdom. The question
remains, however, how animals make these discriminations and which prosodic features they
use.
In this study, we trained zebra finches to discriminate between two prosodic patterns and tested
their sensitivity to different prosodic features. Zebra finches produce songs that are naturally
varying in acoustic features. For example, they modify the amplitude of their songs when the
receiver is further away35 or change the duration of song syllables depending on the context36.
Female zebra finches respond to these changes, indicating that they are sensitive to prosodic
modulations.
The zebra finches were trained in a go/no-go setup to discriminate between xyxy and xxyy
structures consisting of speech syllables, with prosodic stress on either the first or the last
syllable (Xyxy versus xxyY). This stress was created by increases in the frequency, amplitude
and duration of those syllables (figure 2). When the birds learned the discrimination, they were
exposed to five different test categories to determine what they had learned. In test 1, the
structural pattern and prosodic pattern were switched (Xxyy versus xyxY). In test 2, the
prosodic information was reduced to only an increased frequency, duration or amplitude. Test
3 had quadruplets with two prosodic features increased on the first syllable and the third feature
increased on the last syllable. In test 4 there was no prosodic pattern present, only the structural
pattern. In the final test the syllables were changed to novel ones, to test whether the birds
could generalize the prosody to new “words”.
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Fig. 2 Example of two training stimuli. ‘DO pu do pu’ follows the Xyxy structure and acts as a go-stimulus. The
‘do do pu PU’ stimulus follows the xxyY structure and is one of the no-go stimuli. In the sonogram, the change
in frequency, amplitude and duration of the first or last syllable is visible.

Results show that zebra finches are fast in learning to discriminate between the stimuli and
remain discriminating based on the prosody when the structure changes. This discrimination
remains also when there is only one prosodic feature present, in which case they are most
attentive to the increase in frequency. They can also generalize the prosodic pattern to novel
syllables. In the absence of prosodic information, the zebra finches could still discriminate the
quadruplets based on the structural pattern, but at a significantly lower rate.
This shows that the prosody of human speech is also salient to non-human animals. A
sensitivity to prosody might therefore be one of the cognitive mechanisms that did not evolve
specifically for human language.
3. Structure generalization in zebra finches and budgerigars
Crucial for language perception is the ability to understand the structure of sentences. This
makes the difference between questions and statements for example. The cognitive capacity to
learn abstract structures, enables us to generalize these structures to novel sounds. This
cognitive ability has been difficult to show in non-human animals. The next two experiments
are focussed on whether zebra finches and budgerigars can perceive, abstract and generalize
structures in sound.
3.1

Rhythm perception
(Spierings & ten Cate, Frontiers in Neuroscience., 2016
ten Cate, Spierings, Hubert & Honing, Frontiers in Psychology, 2016)

Every song has a particular rhythm to it, but languages also have certain rhythms. Perceiving
this rhythmicity requires the listener to form an abstract representation of the regularity of the
occurrence of sounds. This abstraction should then allow for faster or slower varieties of the
same rhythm. Humans are able to detect different rhythms, move their bodies in synchrony
with the beat and recognize languages by their rhythmic features37-39. Especially infants have
a strong sensitivity to rhythmic patterns in strings of sounds. They can easily discriminate
between two rhythmic structures and generalize this to novel sounds40. Even newborns are
already sensitive to regular beats and show an increased brain response to an omitted beat41.
The study of rhythm perception in non-human animals has mainly focussed on rhythmic
entrainment –the ability to move ones body simultaneously with a beat–. A sulphur-crested
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cockatoo was the first animal to show this. This bird entrained to a series of different pop-songs
and stayed in synchrony with the beat when the songs were faster or slower5,6. Ever since, there
have been several other examples of animals entraining to beats42 resulting in the hypothesis
that this ability might be linked to the vocal learning ability43. However, two species that are
not known to be vocal learners, a Californian sea lion and a bonobo, also showed some
rhythmic entrainment44,45. This opens up the question how widespread rhythm perception is,
whether all vocal learners can do it and whether it might also be present in animals that are not
able to control their body movements to show entrainment.
In this experiment, we tested both zebra finches and budgerigars on their rhythm perception
abilities. Budgerigars are a representative of the parrot family, of which several species showed
rhythmic entrainment. The zebra finches represent the songbird family, also vocal learners but
with less clear entrainment abilities.
The birds were trained to discriminate between strings of tones that were either regular or
irregular. After learning this discrimination, they were exposed to strings that were either faster
or shorter, had longer or shorter tones, or longer or shorter pauses but were still regular and
irregular. Both the zebra finches and the budgerigars learned to discriminate between the
regular and the irregular strings. They generalized this regularity to some of the test strings,
but were also paying attention to the exact duration of the tones and pauses.
This study shows that both zebra finches and budgerigars are able to generalize a rhythmic
pattern as long as the tone or pause duration remains intact. There is no clear difference between
the two species, indicating that parrots might not be particularly better at rhythmic perception
then other vocal learners. Recently, it has been shown that zebra finches also produce rhythmic
patterns and use the same brain regions when they are detecting and producing regular
vocalizations46-48. We argue that this finding, together with our results reported above, make
zebra finches an excellent model species for rhythm perception.
Combining our data with those of other bird species that we reviewed, we argue that there
might not be such a clear difference between the rhythmic abilities of vocal learners and nonvocal learners. Rather, it appears that each species studied has a different level in how well
they can generalize rhythmicity. It would therefore be a more plausible hypothesis that the
rhythm perception ability (perhaps also the vocal learning ability) is not a matter of present or
absent, but rather a graded scale.
3.2

Artificial grammar learning
(Spierings & ten Cate, PNAS, 2016)

In this last experiment, we studied one of the bedrocks of language, grammar learning.
Listeners need to understand the grammatical rules of a particular language to understand the
meaning of a sentence, as the order of words determines whether it is, for example, a question
or a statement. The “Artificial Grammar Learning” (AGL) task was developed to
systematically test grammar learning abilities in different experiments49. This paradigm has
been used in many experiments with human adults and infants, showing that both exhibit
impressive learning mechanisms in the visual and the auditory domain50-53.
In a famous study, Marcus and colleagues54 tested whether 8-month-old infants could learn
simple XYX and XXY grammar rules (the X and the Y depict different speech syllables). The
infants were familiarized with strings, consisting of speech syllables arranged in triplets in one
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of the two grammars, for only two minutes. When the infants heard both grammars with novel
speech sounds afterwards, they showed an increased interest for the grammar that they had not
been exposed to. This indicates that they quickly learned the abstract pattern of the grammars
and were able to generalize this to novel sounds.
To examine the uniqueness of this ability, we studied whether zebra finches and budgerigars
could learn to differentiate grammatical structures. The animals were trained to discriminate
between 5 instances of an XYX grammar and 5 instances of an XXY grammar. These sounds
consisted of zebra finch song elements and (in an additional zebra finch experiment) of
artificial sounds. They were then tested on the same two grammars, now either consisting of
novel sounds or of a combination of the training sounds. This allowed us to determine whether
the animals were learning the individual sound strings of the triplets, or whether they were
actually able to generalize the grammar to novel configurations and novel sounds.
The zebra finches learned to discriminate the XYX and XXY triplets during training, but in the
test they were unable to generalize the pattern to novel sounds. Their responses to the novel
configurations of training sounds showed that they were actually responding to the position of
each sound item within the triplet. Although their ability to memorize the positions of the
sounds is rather impressive, the tendency to use positional information is not uncommon in
zebra finches. In earlier studies zebra finches used positional information when discriminating
string of song elements55. To exclude the possibility that there was an influence of conspecific
vocalizations on their learning strategy, the experiment was run again with artificial sounds.
The results matched the previous experiment, showing that zebra finches indeed use positional
information and not the general structure.
The budgerigars, on the other hand, did discriminate the test items based on their underlying
structure. When given configurations of known sounds, the birds responded as they would to
the training triplets. At first, they did not respond to the novel sounds and thus did not show
any generalization of the grammar. In an additional test the budgerigars were only presented
with novel items. This increased their response rate and showed that they were able to
generalize the abstract pattern to grammars with novel sounds, more similarly to the infants.
This experiment is the first unambiguous evidence that the cognitive ability to learn and
generalize abstract grammatical structures is not specific to humans or human language.
Interestingly, similar experiments with infants show that they do not always generalize XYX
and XXY strings based on their pattern54, as the budgerigars do. When possible, infants also
tend to use the positional information of the single items that is presented56. This is more similar
to the responses of the zebra finches in our task. The behaviour of the two species thus reflects
two different strategies, both of which are present in human infants. The ability to use positional
information in a discrimination task is not unique in the animal kingdom55, 57-59. The ability to
generalize abstract patterns, however, remains a rarity in the animal kingdom, perhaps
suggesting a case of parallel evolution in humans and, at least, one non-human species.
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4. Conclusion
Collectively, the work conducted in this thesis shows that there are multiple cognitive
components of the language faculty that are not language specific, nor are they specific to
humans. Zebra finches are capable of segmenting sound strings into “words” by paying
attention to the pauses between the sounds60. Furthermore, they are sensitive to the prosodic
features of human speech. They perceptually group tones alternating in pitch61 and can
discriminate, abstract and generalize the natural prosodic patterns of human speech30.
Interestingly, similar abilities have been found in other species. Rats, for example, also
perceptually group alternating tones and have a sensitivity for prosody28,32 and some primate
species can discriminate some prosodic features of speech sounds33,38. This shows that the
cognitive mechanisms underlying our human abilities to perceive, discriminate and generalize
prosodic speech features is shared throughout the animal kingdom. Possibly, our non-linguistic
ancestors might already have been able to learn and categorize prosodic features. The evolution
of language could have built upon this ability when language was shaped.
The cognitive ability to learn and generalize abstract structures, on the other hand, is more rare
in animals. When both zebra finches and budgerigars were trained with rhythmic structures,
their generalization ability was rather limited62. Furthermore, only the budgerigars could
abstract and generalize grammatical structures63. There are hardly any convincing results of
other animals showing similar abilities64, indicating that this is not an ability that is widespread
or shared between many species. The fact that both budgerigars and humans can learn
grammars, might rather be a case of parallel evolution of this cognitive trait. This suggestion
might, however, also be due to the limited amount of work that has been done on studying
these abilities in non-human animals thus far65. However, the current state of the field suggests
that the cognitive mechanism for abstraction is likely to have evolved later than the abilities
related to prosody and speech perception.
Comparative studies, like the ones described in this thesis, will continue to clarify which
cognitive mechanisms underpinning language are shared between species. The differences
between species inform us whether certain other abilities, like vocal-learning, social structure,
vocal production and recognition capacity, or cognitive abilities might be of importance for
language perception. Moreover, these types of studies can also bridge the gap between music
and language perception. The concept of language is merely human, and both language and
music are a concatenation of sound items with a pattern of modifications. Studying how
animals perceive these patterns and whether they are sensitive to particular musical or linguistic
patterns, provides the basis to find the roots of music and language and their possible
interaction. With more studies on closely and distantly related species, we can better pinpoint
the cognitive mechanisms that might be underlying the evolution of music and language.
Taken together, this work provides a strong interdisciplinary foundation to develop systematic
studies to further explore the cognitive abilities of animals that may have served as basis for
the evolution of human language. These findings will together give us a better insight in the
evolutionary process of language.
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